Save A Life

* Caring Is Not Sharing
* Not Yours Not Safe!
* Dispose of In a Drug Drop Box!
* Lock-Em Up Always

Please visit http://www.stoprxabuseinga.org

3 Social Norms (unwritten rules by which our society functions) which can lead to Rx Drug Abuse:

1. IF "IT'S LEGAL" IT MUST BE "SAFE".
   The three big killers in the alcohol and drug world are all legal. They are tobacco, alcohol and prescription drugs.

2. DON'T DEAL WITH YOUR SUFFERING OR PAIN DIRECTLY, BECAUSE IT WILL OVERWHELM YOU.
   Learning coping skills is crucial for avoiding abuse and dependence. Seeing a counselor or therapist is ok.

3. PILLS ARE THE SOLUTION TO HUMAN SUFFERING AND CONFUSION.
   There are many other healthier medical, psychological, and/or faith-based solutions.

Prescription drugs are useful in improving many conditions when used exactly as directed by a physician. Do not stop taking any prescription medication without first consulting with your physician.